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Apertif, Phased Array Feeds for the 
WSRT 
• Transform the WSRT into an efficient 21-cm survey 

facility 
• 17x Survey speed increase
• SKA Pathfinder 



ARTS

Image courtessy: Joeri van Leeuwen



ARTS - system

The Apertif Radio Transient System (ARTS) 
is:
Real-time system:
• Hybrid supercomputer (2019 Top 100 

Equiv.) of
• Two FPGA-based beam formers
• GPU cluster 

Sclocco et al. 2016; @Yogesh Maan & van Leeuwen 2017



ALTA – the Apertif Long-Term Archive

• ALTA is the main source of Apertif data.
• VO interface is the main interface for external user access

• ASTRON (Dwingeloo): Online 
storage (including ‘nearline’ 
object store)

• SURFsara (Amsterdam): Offline 
storage (including online cache 
& staging) 

• Using IRODS for internal data 
management



ARTS – beams

40 Compound Beams 12 Tied-Array Beams



ARTS – Survey strategy
Detection –localization –characterization
Field priorities:
(a) Known fields for localization + new detections
(b) Known fields for characterization + new 
detections
(c) Blank fields for new detections

1 week on, 4 weeks off ; 3 hr pointings
Operation 2 (+) years, 2019 .. 2021 (+)

DR1 only covers the 2019 data.



ARTS DR1

• Apertif detecting 1 FRB every 5 days of observing.
• Over 20 one-off FRBs discovered so-far, with good localization. 

• DR1 covers all data of 2019, June – Dec; preliminary numbers:
• ~23k observation files

• Each is a timing observation of one pointing (i.e. one tied array beam and compound beam 
combination).

• ~1k files from detections

• For each observation:
• 40 CB

• 12 TAB

• So max 480 files per sky scan.

• Format: PSRFITS



Data access

Data and instrument metadata in the Apertif Long-Term Archive 
(ALTA)

• ALTA design was based on VO standards to ease data releases 
through VO (and because standards have been thought through)
• Data owners would like to be able to see a table of only 

detections, but also all observations go in a table for obscure.
• one table is a view :) 

• psrfits format
• Detections on disk 
• non-detections on tape



VO table creation

• Since most data is on tape, and staging all of it is just 
no option, need obtain data from (postgres) DB dump 
(joining csv files using pandas…)
• Some values not in db, but are constant over files
• Number of time steps computed based on duration and fixed time resolution

• FRB field set up their own global catalogue(s) of events 
( frbcat.org / wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/ ). So little interest 
in actual physical parameters through VO (the ‘source 
catalog’). 
• Thanks a lot Baptiste and Markus for discussions  









Forward look: LoTSS DR2

Yes, this is an imaging survey (but still radio :-) ) but also here 
we will face a lot of files that are primarily stored on tape. 

• Data size is challenging even for single images 

• users using e.g. Aladin may expect to be able to download single images in finite time).

• Cutout services probably to the rescue!

• LOFAR staging service is being renewed (by Mattia Mancini) 
and has a REST API
• Means that we could maybe implement it using the VO UWS 

standard.
• (Also: LOTAAS -> Timing with LOFAR)



Discussion on parameters

I teamed up with Baptiste Cecconi on this, slide is mostly aimed at starting some 
discussion here :).

Data type:

• In ALTA, dataProductType is “timeSeries”, dataProductSubType is 
“pulsarTimingTimeSeries”
• However this is not really appropriate since it is not really a “data presenting some 

quantity as a function of time”
• We propose to add dynamic spectrum to the dataProductType vocabulary
• is this appropriate if the ‘time’ axis is actually phase? (or should we also have e.g. phase spectrogram?)

• Could we use the same terminology for the phase spectrum of rotating asteroids

• Non-detections and ObsCore. Probably too specific a parameter for ObsCore itself, 
but maybe if we propose a radio-specific extension it may fit in?
• Also one observation is not necessarily one file. Right now our table is pretty ignorant 

about this.  This is a general Radio issue.



Conclusions

• We have started putting timing/transient data in the VO
• It’s still a bit crude, but awesome that we can see it
• Still some work needed to convince community of the 

usefulness (e.g. that having a ‘source catalog’ as an 
addition to having the data in e.g. frbcat.org could be 
useful).
• Partially also due to lack in apps that can handle PSRFITS from transients 

directly from the VO
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